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Understanding and controlling contrast oscillations in stochastic texture algorithms using Spectrum of Variance

Fabrice NEYRET (LJK / Grenoble University & INRIA), Eric HEITZ (Unity Technologies)

Abstract

We identify and analyze a major issue pertaining to all power-spectrum based texture synthesis algorithms – from Fourier synthesis to procedural noise algorithms like Perlin or Gabor noise –, namely, the oscillation of contrast (see Figures 1,2,3,7).

One of our key contributions is to introduce a simple yet powerful descriptor of signals, the Spectrum of Variance (not to be confused with the PSD), which, to our surprise, has never been leveraged before. In this new framework, several issues get easy to understand measure and control, with new handles, as we illustrate.

We finally show that fixing oscillation of contrast opens many doors to a more controllable authoring of stochastic texturing. We explore some of the new reachable possibilities such as constrained noise content and bridges towards very different families of look such as cellular patterns, points-like distributions or reaction-diffusion.
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1 Introduction and motivations

Interesting texture aspects can be obtained by using various mathematical operators. Many procedural noises1 or Fourier synthesis approaches [Anjyo 1988; Bracewell 1999; Saupe 1988; Voss 1988] are based on Power Spectrum characterization. They produce desirable base patterns for color texture, bump-map and height fields, with convenient handles and good performance, able to populate large fields with high resolution details.2

However, all these methods intrinsically come with a visual issue that has never been mentioned before – e.g., it is not reported in the rich survey [Lagae et al. 2010a] although the issue is clearly visible in its Fig 10.1, with differences among the methods. They produce spatial oscillations in the contrast, i.e., low frequency modulation of the envelope of the noise, which were never explicitly required or specified, and are especially visible if the power spectrum contains no low frequencies (e.g., bi-lobe or blue noise as in Figures 2,3,7). These variations may induce pleasant heterogeneities in the resulting texture, but they are currently totally out of any control: What if the user does not want them ? What if he wants different scales, patterns or intensity of contrast variations ?

Figure 1: Power-spectrum based texturing algorithms (e.g., Gabor, Fourier synthesis) suffer from unexpected low frequency contrast variations (a,b,c top) even when the spectrum has no low frequency (the contrast field is displayed in red in (c)). This prevents precise authoring with non-linear transform, like color LUT (b top). Our renormalization method allows to control the stationarity (a,b,c bottom). It also opens many doors for noise authoring such as the generation of reaction-diffusion-like strips and spots (b bottom), cellular-like patterns (d), content constraints (e), or the parametrization of height maps relative to local extrema (f). — Zoom or see supplemental for larger images.

Figure 2: Typical results from Figure 7 of [Lagae et al. 2009] show contrast oscillation (left) despite no low frequencies are present in the power spectrum (snippets), and pleasant but totally uncontrolled heterogeneities in the resulting pattern (middle and right).

Figure 3: Bi-lobe (left) and blue noise (right). Despite no low frequencies are present in the PSD (black snippets), the contrast of the generated texture varies, at low frequency.

Another – directly related – ubiquitous problem of noises is that the dynamics of their value is impossible to control as desired: one has to choose between saturating the target range and suffering
clamping\textsuperscript{3}, or not clamping at the price of low contrast. Worse: noise is usually not the end result; various transforms are applied to it before obtaining the final color, bump or displacement texture. But contrast oscillations drastically limit the use of nonlinear noise shaping post-transformations – e.g., color lookup tables – since local extrema values are distributed widely and do not concentrate at range extremities. This makes uneasy for the artist the creation of homogeneous features from the crests and valleys of the signal (see Figure 1.b).

As mentioned in the survey [Lagae et al. 2010a], all of this illustrates how the current authoring workflow for noise textures is tedious and limited.

Moreover, the survey reminds that noise is expected to be “a stationary (and normal) random process”, i.e., there is generally some stationarity scale \( L \) beyond which the generated texture must have stationary statistics\textsuperscript{4}. Consequently, the presence of contrast and bounding oscillations means that these methods can severely fail\textsuperscript{5} to fulfill the stationarity requirement. Or at least, that they don’t provide any control on the stationarity scale. This indicates that those methods are incomplete in terms of texture generators.

In this paper we explain where these low frequency variations come from (Section 2) and how this can be fixed (Section 3). We propose a simple model which is compatible with procedural noise on 3D surfaces, as well as an extended model relying on the Fourier transform in image space.

Our approach opens even broader avenues beyond controlled heterogeneity of noise textures, which we explore through some experiments:

- We show in section 4.1 that our approach permits to bridge to patterns usually corresponding to very different classes of texturing algorithms, such as those based on simulation, vectors & graphs, dart throwing or grammars. This includes for instance the patterns of reaction-diffusion [Witkin and Kass 1991; Turk 1991] – which is costly to generate and difficult to control –, points-like distributions, or cellular patterns. Even if the full richness of the pure methods cannot be equaled, this allows to ease and unify authoring workflow and the (possibly space-varying) interpolation between these looks.

- We illustrate another generalization: how noise normalization can be used to reparametrize color lookup table so as to fit local extrema instead of absolute height in height fields.

- In Section 4.2 we show how normalization allows us to introduce content constraints in the generated noise via the influence of a target image or interactive painting over the noise features. The lack of content constraints has long been a classical authoring limit of noise algorithms.

### 2 Understanding contrast variations

Let’s define the contrast on a given region as the RMS contrast [Wikipedia |c], i.e. the standard deviation of the texture within the region. The contrast on a moving window of given scale gives the signal envelope around its mean value.

Power spectrum (PSD) captures the overall aspect of many unstructured textures. But the unintuitive point we want to stress in this paper is that it does not yield stationarity when the user usually expect it would. Even if the spectrum has no low frequency (LF), the contrast does, which is strongly perceived (see Figures 1,2,3,7). This is the exact equivalent of the LF sound beat for close high frequency (HF) tones\textsuperscript{6}.

Indeed, there are two (related) problems providing interpretations, to which we add a new understanding:

#### 2.1 Image PSD doesn’t tell about sub-windows PSD

Just as for sound, the overall spectrum modulus of an image gives wrong intuitions about the local ones – the windowed spectrum, which is the one that matters for the textural appearance. The latter happens to do vary in terms of shape, energy and statistical moments: This is where stationarity requirement breaks (for window size \( \geq L \)). Very low frequencies would obviously change the average of local windows, but even when the spectrum has no wavelength larger than the window radius, all the frequencies that were harmonic in the large image and are no longer in the local window – e.g., \( \sin(\frac{\text{π}}{2} \text{π} \text{J}) \) – are no longer explicitly representable in the local spectrum and will inject their energy through all the other frequencies (see Figure 5,left). Conversely, two windows with opposite phase for a same given wavelength would contribute as zero overall energy at this frequency in the overall spectrum, despite there is energy locally.

Conforming to a stationarity scale \( L \) thus requires to enforce constant (or similar) PSD in all windows of that scale, which an overall PSD cannot do\textsuperscript{7}: this is indeed a constraint on phases. (Same for constraints like windowed bounds or histogram.)

![Figure 5: (Left): Inharmonic sinus (windowed by a smooth kernel to ensure continuous-derivable wrapping) and its Fourier modulus. (Right): PSD of a realization of white noise by points distribution and Bernoulli’s weights. Red: average of 100 realizations converges towards flat PSD.](image)

#### 2.2 Process PSD doesn’t tell about image PSD

The texture often results from a random process with an (implicit or explicit) PSD in probability space. But no realization’s PSD ever reaches this ideal PSD, even for infinite size or resolution. E.g., Gabor noise convolves a kernel with white noise generated by a points distribution. But the modulus of the Fourier transform of a given points distribution (even an infinite one) cannot be flat. That is, no realization of white noise process is truly white.

\textbf{Proof:} Assuming binomial weights \( W_j \in \{-1, 1\} \) at each of \( N \) points \( x_j \), the sum \( \sum_{j=1}^{N} W_j e^{-2\pi f x_j} \) giving the Fourier coefficient for a given frequency \( f \) can be seen as an isotropic random walk in the complex 2D plane. Its average position is zero but its distance to origin – i.e., modulus – follows the Rayleigh distribution \( d P_N(r) = \frac{r^{N-1} e^{-r^2}}{2^{N-1} \Gamma(N/2)} \) [Hughes et al. 2005] and thus has

\textsuperscript{3}Or rely on poor “smooth-clamp” compromises like sigmoid post-transform (e.g., \( \tanh() \)).

\textsuperscript{4}At least the canonical one. Explicit space-varying parameters or post-transform can of course be combined to it.

\textsuperscript{5}Especially for pure Fourier synthesis and convolution approaches. Gradient noise (e.g., Perlin noise) and stochastic subdivision [Fournier et al. 1982; Lewis 1986; Lewis 1987] do contain local handles that can or could be used to influence local statistics – with limited accuracy.

\textsuperscript{6}Which can even create melodies out of the blue using pathological constructions, see [Wikipedia |a].

\textsuperscript{7}Apart via strict periodicity, by canceling out all but the \( \frac{L}{J} \) frequencies.
average \( E(r) = \frac{\sqrt{\pi} N}{2} \), second moment \( E(r^2) = N \) and standard deviation \( \sqrt{N(1 - \frac{2}{\pi})} \) for \( N \) unit steps. The values PSD\( (f) \) – i.e., the squared modulus – through the spectrum of the realization can thus be seen as the realizations of a random variable along the “probability space” \( f \). I.e., the PSD of realizations of white noise oscillates within the spectrum by the constant relative amount \( \sqrt{\frac{1}{\pi} - 1} \), and it thus not flat – see Figure 5, right. That’s why the PSD of a random process\(^8\) (which is flat for a white noise) is estimated from data by averaging many periodograms, which does converge (in red).

Similarly, the total energy \( \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \text{PSD} (f) \) for a window has a standard deviation and thus varies through realized windows, which gives another interpretation of LF contrast variations.

2.3 A new tool, the Spectrum of Variance

We propose a more powerful and convenient way to characterize the contrast oscillations of a signal \( s(x) \): the Spectrum of Variance, that we define as \( \mathcal{F}([s - \bar{s}]^2) \), where \( \mathcal{F}(\cdot) \) denotes the Fourier transform. This is a spectral decomposition of \((s - \bar{s})^2\) which integral is the total variance (not to be confused with the variance of spectrum \( |\mathcal{F}(s)|^2 \), i.e., the PSD, which integral also gives the total variance and is thus another decomposition). To lighten notations, in the following we assume a zero-mean signal and a unit integration length.

Let’s illustrate this with the case of a Gaussian lobe (with random phases) spread around \( f \) in Fourier space – in 2D the corresponding spacial texture is a strip pattern (see Figure 3, left). Since spectra of real signals are symmetric, this is a bi-lobe noise. The spectrum of the squared signal is the auto-convolution of the signal spectrum: \( \mathcal{F}(s^2) = \mathcal{F}(s) * \mathcal{F}(s) \). As shown in Figure 6, a low-frequency lobe appears as the result of the convolving of the left and right \( \mathcal{F}(s) \) lobes, while the two HF lobes are twice higher and larger than the original ones. Indeed, this spectrum is the multiscale decomposition of variance, thus our naming “Variance Spectrum”:

- \( \mathcal{F}(s^2)(0) \) is the total texture variance (on the integrated domain).
- Given a window scale \( L \), the part of the spectrum within frequency range \([-\frac{1}{L}, \frac{1}{L}]\) corresponds to contrast oscillations larger than this window scale.

\textbf{Proof:} Let \( w(x) \) be the windowing weighting function associated to a window centered around \( x_i \) – e.g., a Gaussian \( \mathcal{G}(x_i, L) \). \( w(x) \) is assumed to be smooth and \( L \) larger than the strips.

---

\(^8\)Note that for a white noise generated by binomial values on a regular grid, in practice the result is the same.
Figure 7: top: Blue noise normalized using different stationarity scales $L$. bottom: corresponding normalization field, i.e., variance filtered at the target window size (figured in red). NB: $[\min, \max]$ is remapped to $[0, 1]$. The lower the frequency, the lower the amplitude of variations. On the third column the stationarity scale is the same as the wavelength of waves: each wave saturates the dynamics. On the fourth column the window scale is just a few pixels: the texture is forced to produce regions of min vs max value, with a sudden transition width equal to the stationarity scale.

Note that the bi-lobe case is somewhat peculiar, with a totally separated LF lobe. In the blue noise case the variance spectrum shows a “HF circular lobe” partly mixed with the LF lobe (see Figure 8, top), so there is no “natural threshold” for total renormalization. (If approaching the blue noise ring by a set of lobes is acceptable, then we can obtain a well separate LF lobe; cf bottom row).

If local contrast variations are allowed on this way, the stationarity scale is controlled but not the other characteristics of the contrast distribution. If the user wants full control on the local contrast variations, the simplest solution is to renormalize totally, then to multiply the resulting homogeneous texture by an explicit contrast texture, as illustrated Figure 16,a and 4, middle.

**Implementation:**

This base correction is simple to insert in existing texturing workflows:

For applications allowing image processing in stored textures, Fourier tools can be used (cf first half of the pseudo-code in Figure 10):

1: The source texture $s$ to normalize is computed$^{10}$;
2: Its spectrum of variance $\hat{\sigma}^2$ is explicitly calculated using $\mathcal{F}(s^2)$;
3: This spectrum is LF-filtered by multiplying it by the target windowing filter (e.g., box$^{11}$ or Gaussian in the spectral domain);
4: The signal is normalized by $\sigma_L(x) = \sqrt{\mathcal{F}^{-1}(LF \cdot \hat{\sigma}^2)}$

For on-the-fly procedural noise on surface such as Perlin or Gabor, one first needs to evaluate the first and second statistical moments – accounting for the weight $w(x)$ – within the neighborhood of radius $L$ so as to obtain the windowed standard deviation to be used for the normalization. Even if only a few dozen of samples are used for that, this multiplies the overall cost of the procedural texture by a huge amount. But since the resulting normalization value is LF, it can easily be optimized: the sum can be evaluated in a first pass at coarse density and stored in a temporary acceleration structure (in texture space, screen space, 3D space, or even surface space as simply as via values at vertices – assuming the mesh is dense enough).

In our mesh-based implementation with procedural Gabor noise on GPU (see Figure 4, left) we computed the filtered variance with 25 Gaussian weighted noise evaluations in the vertex shader (after ensuring the mesh tessellation was appropriate). In the fragment shader, the filtered variance was reconstructed by linear interpolation of the vertex values. Then, the pixel noise was evaluated and divided by the reconstructed standard deviation. The evaluation of the filtered variance at vertices plus renormalization was roughly the same cost than evaluation of the regular Gabor noise to be renormalized.

For texture on-surface painting applications, most of the above applies (i.e., space-wise operations instead of Fourier), without the demanding constraints of no-storage and high frame-rates.

For applications allowing image processing in stored textures, Fourier tools can be used (cf first half of the pseudo-code in Figure 10):

1: The source texture $s$ to normalize is computed$^{10}$;
2: Its spectrum of variance $\hat{\sigma}^2$ is explicitly calculated using $\mathcal{F}(s^2)$;
3: This spectrum is LF-filtered by multiplying it by the target windowing filter (e.g., box$^{11}$ or Gaussian in the spectral domain);
4: The signal is normalized by $\sigma_L(x) = \sqrt{\mathcal{F}^{-1}(LF \cdot \hat{\sigma}^2)}$

For on-the-fly procedural noise on surface such as Perlin or Gabor, one first needs to evaluate the first and second statistical moments – accounting for the weight $w(x)$ – within the neighborhood of radius $L$ so as to obtain the windowed standard deviation to be used for the normalization. Even if only a few dozen of samples are used for that, this multiplies the overall cost of the procedural texture by a huge amount. But since the resulting normalization value is LF, it can easily be optimized: the sum can be evaluated in a first pass at coarse density and stored in a temporary acceleration structure (in texture space, screen space, 3D space, or even surface space as simply as via values at vertices – assuming the mesh is dense enough).

In our mesh-based implementation with procedural Gabor noise on GPU (see Figure 4, left) we computed the filtered variance with 25 Gaussian weighted noise evaluations in the vertex shader (after ensuring the mesh tessellation was appropriate). In the fragment shader, the filtered variance was reconstructed by linear interpolation of the vertex values. Then, the pixel noise was evaluated and divided by the reconstructed standard deviation. The evaluation of the filtered variance at vertices plus renormalization was roughly the same cost than evaluation of the regular Gabor noise to be renormalized.

**Implementation:**

This base correction is simple to insert in existing texturing workflows:

For applications allowing image processing in stored textures, Fourier tools can be used (cf first half of the pseudo-code in Figure 10):

1: The source texture $s$ to normalize is computed$^{10}$;
2: Its spectrum of variance $\hat{\sigma}^2$ is explicitly calculated using $\mathcal{F}(s^2)$;
3: This spectrum is LF-filtered by multiplying it by the target windowing filter (e.g., box$^{11}$ or Gaussian in the spectral domain);
4: The signal is normalized by $\sigma_L(x) = \sqrt{\mathcal{F}^{-1}(LF \cdot \hat{\sigma}^2)}$

For on-the-fly procedural noise on surface such as Perlin or Gabor, one first needs to evaluate the first and second statistical moments – accounting for the weight $w(x)$ – within the neighborhood of radius $L$ so as to obtain the windowed standard deviation to be used for the normalization. Even if only a few dozen of samples are used for that, this multiplies the overall cost of the procedural texture by a huge amount. But since the resulting normalization value is LF, it can easily be optimized: the sum can be evaluated in a first pass at coarse density and stored in a temporary acceleration structure (in texture space, screen space, 3D space, or even surface space as simply as via values at vertices – assuming the mesh is dense enough).

In our mesh-based implementation with procedural Gabor noise on GPU (see Figure 4, left) we computed the filtered variance with 25 Gaussian weighted noise evaluations in the vertex shader (after ensuring the mesh tessellation was appropriate). In the fragment shader, the filtered variance was reconstructed by linear interpolation of the vertex values. Then, the pixel noise was evaluated and divided by the reconstructed standard deviation. The evaluation of the filtered variance at vertices plus renormalization was roughly the same cost than evaluation of the regular Gabor noise to be renormalized.

For texture on-surface painting applications, most of the above applies (i.e., space-wise operations instead of Fourier), without the demanding constraints of no-storage and high frame-rates.
3.2 High quality solution

The simple corrective scheme above gives satisfying results in many cases, and is acceptable for real-time approximation in the worse cases.

In nasty cases like highly focused power spectra (bi-lobe Gabor happens to be such a nasty case) the windowed variance vanishes along extended 1D locus (in green in Figure 9,a). The resulting division by zero is easily avoided by normalizing with a window, for some small $\epsilon$ constant, but this aspect of the problem is more numerical than analytical since both the numerator and denominator tend towards zero. The visual artifact rather lays in the very high slopes – i.e., sudden inversion – introduced in the pattern along this locus. It is perceptually worsen by the high LF coherency of the locus showing up as large parasitic features in the nasty cases, see Figure 9.b. Large $\epsilon$ limits this artifact at the price of less accurate canceling of contrast oscillation.

No normalization scheme can cancel out the effect of these intrinsic locus. Solving the problem requires to displace or erase these locus. This is a phase issue in the variance field, which cannot be fixed without acting on the ones of the signal. For this we propose an iterative scheme alternating the contrast renormalization with a power spectrum reprofiling, the latter consisting in clamping frequencies that leaked out of the initial power spectrum footprint so as to remove parasitic high slopes. We have found out that in worst cases, 5 to 10 iterations were sufficient to reach high quality, as seen in Figure 9,c. We suspect that this efficiency of the phases rearrangement is probably related to the similarity of our iterative method with the Gerchberg–Saxton family of algorithms [Oppenheim and Lim 1981; Wikipedia b; Fienup 1978].

Implementation:

For applications where the Fourier transform can be used (explicit storage + operations in texture space + no space-varying texture tuning), operations are done easily in Fourier space – filtering is just multiplying by a mask – and converting back and forth with image space. We show the pseudocode in Fig.10. It implements the Fourier approach, but in our examples we have implemented both algorithms.

For other applicative contexts, we must rely on on-surface local operations for local variance evaluation, low-pass filtering and normalization. A random process like Gabor noise is the best noise. Windowing operations such as filtering the multiscale variance – i.e., integrating $\omega(x) = a(x)^2$ – and other filtering operations are done by explicit convolution with a kernel. Reprofilting the spectrum of the normalized noise requires storing the intermediate results and is likely to require a larger and thus costlier kernel with denser evaluation. It is thus probably not compatible with run-time procedural applications, as for the kernels with HF parts that will be used in the next section. But most is still affordable in the scope of softwares for texture painting on surfaces.

4 Extending the expressive space of noise textures

4.1 Extended use of normalized noise

Accurate post-transform of noise: Beyond the new reachable appearances of base noise (see Figure 4), control of the stationnarity scale guarantees the sharp bounding of values, i.e., the saturation of value range in each local window. This allows for an accurate mapping of noise to color through look-up tables (see Figure 1.a&b without/with normalization), and more generally, the best use of non-linear post-transforms to let the artist finely shape the resulting texture. An extreme example is the generation of points-like distributions by thresholding renormalized blue noise – see Figure 11 –, which can be used as a basis for spotty, cellular, or stipple and ink patterns.

Indexing height-fields local extrema: In the case of height fields, the same base noise is often used to control the relief height and the color so as to have color correlated to the relief. But what if the user wants consistently colored peaks and valleys, i.e., relative to local extrema instead of absolute height ? It is now possible to do so by using the renormalized version only to reparametrize and saturate the index to the LUT, letting the heights unnormalized – cf Figure 1.f: all peaks are made white, whatever their height.

Reaction-Diffusion look: Homogeneous patterns, i.e., signals such that each local fluctuation saturates the extrema (local extrema are also global extrema), typically occur for strip patterns on sand, that can be found at centimetric (e.g., wet beach and sea floor) as well as hectometric (e.g., dunes) scale.

Indeed there is a whole family of patterns based on this constraint: spots, strips, and segments found on zebras, cheetahs, fishes and shells, corresponding to reaction-diffusion patterns [Witkin and Kass 1991; Turk 1991]. Reaction-diffusion algorithms are very costly – it’s a time-varying PDE to be simulated numerically – and the look is difficult to control by the user. With our approach, total renormalization on noise produces homogeneous patterns: e.g., blue noise gives spots and bi-lobe Gabor noise gives strips, with...
all possible intermediaries (see Figure 12). The full richness of the true method cannot be equaled, but the simple cases can be generated and authored much more easily and efficiently. Moreover, unification allows interpolation between the different looks presented in this paper.

Constrained noise: target image and interactive editing. In many situations the artist would like to constrain the noise at some locations (e.g., wood knots), or to fit boundary conditions (e.g., to connect the pattern to geometric features). Also, he might be unsatisfied with the location or shape of some generated details and be willing to modify the result without breaking the local look of the noise.

Indeed, our normalization scheme can apply to any signal, including non-noise algorithm, and even source images or drawings – as long as there is no zero-contrast on large sub-windows. Linearily mixing a target image to a base noise ensures this, and enforces the resulting normalized noise to conform to the features imposed by the drawing. The lerp parameter allows to control how separated vs merged the drawing is within the noise – see Figure 13. Similarly, we can let the user draw interactively on top of the noise during the normalization-reprofiling iterations and mix his input with the temporary renormalized noise, thus interactively influencing the location and shape of given noise features.

4.2 Going deeper in Variance Spectrum control

\( (a) \) src noise. Del: (b) contrast LF (c) LF+interfer. (d) LF+lobes

Figure 14: The variance spectrum of a quadri-lobe Gabor noise shows 9 lobes: 4 correspond to the initial lobes, 4 to interferences between lobes, plus the LF lobe. Besides the simple filtering-out of the central lobe (b), we can choose to remove interferences (c), or to keep only them (d). a, top and bottom: initial spectrum and variance spectrum. b,c,d top and bottom: variance spectrum before and after selected normalization. In red: the filter selecting the features collected for renormalizing the signal.

Up to now we simply used the spectrum of variance to delimit and filter out its central lobe. But there is a lot more we can see and do with this tool: E.g., for noise which power spectra has multiple lobes \( l_i(f) \), variance spectrum shows a full grid of HF lobes \( l_i \cdot l_j \) corresponding to "tensorial" convolution-product \( l_i \ast l_j \). For \( i \neq j \) they correspond to beats or interferences between two characteristic frequencies of the noise.

We can filter out at will some or all of these inter-lobe beats the same way as we did for the LF lobe; or to the contrary, we might keep only the beats and filter out the "pure" lobes \( l_i \cdot l_2 \). For this, we just have to set accordingly the shape of the filter acting on the spectrum of variance, selecting what should be normalized out or preserved.

In the first case (see Figure 14,c), the resulting texture shows "cellular" regions with clear dominance of one single frequency – i.e., direction, for the bi-directional quadrilobe example – at a time: lobes interferences are canceled out. In the second case (see Figure 14,d) we obtain a spots pattern which clearly exhibits the tensorial product of frequencies, but all directional dominance is avoided. In Figure 15 we show the same operations on aligned quadri-lobes (i.e., different scales instead of directions).

Figure 13: Normalization of \( \text{lerp} \) (drawing, noise, w), with different noises and weights w. The drawing can be either an image or interactive. Here the drawing was given at once, but similar results are obtained by interactively painting it over the generated noise during the iterations loop.

\( \) \( \) \( \) \( \) \( \)

12I.e., we still compute \( \sqrt{\mathcal{F}^{-1}(\text{filter} \cdot \mathcal{F}(s \cdot s^2))} \) – or the equivalent operation using signal-space filters.
The LF pattern of dominance randomly results from the relative weight of the LF contrast variation of each lobe (they do vary, since only their sum is normalized). If the artist want to explicitly control the pattern of dominance (as we did earlier for the pattern of contrast), we can separately normalize the signal corresponding to each lobe, mix their result\(^{13}\) with lerp tuned by an artist-designed dominance map, then renormalize the result, see Figure 16,b&c.

\[ \text{PSD} = \text{orthogonal vs aligned quadri-lobes.} \]

Note that no matter how different they are, these cellular regions always connect to each other as a continuous and well-contrasted pattern, which would not be possibly with a single mask layer selecting between two texture patterns.

When the lobes correspond to different scales rather than different directions, their perceptual role might be different: The user may mean that features of different scales piles up hierarchically, each normalized separately. In such a case we just have to split the noise into different channels as we did above, normalize them, then recombinethe (see Figure 17).

\[ \text{LUT-transform of grey value signals is very constraining (e.g., since deriving from a potential no color cycles can appear in the resulting image) while independent color channels miss colored structures (optimizing the color space [Galerne et al. 2012] is a slight improvement here). Would it be possible to directly generate a color noise ?} \]

\[ \text{Noise-based textures offer more control and robustness than example-based resynthesis approaches, but they need to be enriched in many directions to better cover the space of desirable look. We hope to have shown that there is still a lot to be explored !} \]

\[ \text{References} \]


\[ \text{\(^{13}\)We can also directly normalize the lerp of the un-normalized lobes to let some random variations in the pattern. E.g. sourceSignal = lerp(Gabor\(_1\), Gabor\(_2\), map).} \]


